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Title:'Lysistratans - a curious history' 

*Insert obnoxiously thick RP accent

Narrator: Jutting out into the Mediterranean lies
a mysterious region closed off from the
world, home to an exotic people. A
group of drunken nuns known as
‘Lysistratans’ inhabit this land and
its surrounding islands. Do not be
fooled, these nuns are not drunk on the
blood of Christ but are in fact
heathens who chiefly worship Dionysus,
God of wine and Aphrodite, a Goddess of
purity and celibacy, rather akin to our
blessed Virgin Mary. Previous attempts
at documenting the nation and its
curious inhabitants have been made
impossible by the nuns’ great hostility
towards all male outsiders.
Consequently, no serious research and
documentation has been made on these
epicurean sisters, a dilemma that the
BBC has at last resolved by dressing up
the old boys in headdresses and
equipping them with baskets of wool
hiding cameras.
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Narrator: Using these elaborate disguises, four
of our brightest scholars have gained
access into this secret world and,
with the help of Aristophanea’s
historical epic ‘Lysistrata’,
discovered by our great archaeologist
Greg McCreg who was one of the four to
go on the expedition –- he’s the one
holding the basket of incredibly thick
and wavy mohair wool -- have pieced
together the story of these Oenophile
Holy women. Aristophanea, writing in
411BC (and who may or may not have
been a man, a theory posed by many due
to her unnerving ability to utilise
agons with skilful rhetorical effect),
describes a series of battles known as
the ‘Peloponnesian war’ waging between
the men that once shared this land
known as ‘Hellas’ which serves as the
backdrop of her historical play on the
woman from whom the modern
Lysistratans trace their origins –
Lysistrata.
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Fatigued by war and its devastation
upon families, she resolved to end
it. She urged the women of Hellas to
deny their husbands, as up to then
unions between men and women
appeared to have been standard
practice, any pleasure by leading a
life of celibacy until they agreed
to end the conflict which thus far
had been waging for at least ten
years. A very admirable attempt at
stopping the war but quite frankly
peace is overrated unfortunately did
not work. You see Aphrodite, the
Goddess of virginal purity and
celibacy, seems to have had a rather
risqué past, once serving as Goddess
of love and fertility among other
things. We know this thanks to
Greg’s remarkable discovery of a
discarded statue of the nude Goddess
bearing an inscription attributing
to her this title. He has been kind
enough to smuggle acquire it so that
you too can see the statue at the
British Museum. 

Narrator:
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As Aphrodite turned to celibacy --
roughly during the Peloponnesian war
perhaps to punish her lover Ares God
of war for provoking such a brutal
conflict –- sex went out of fashion.
Women being natural hedonists seem
not to have been fazed by this, but
the same cannot be said for men.
Aristophanea reports their
indifference to the threat, a certain
Kinesias even going so far as to say
“Ugh as if”. Naturally the war
continued and given the number of
male skeletons our archaeologists dug
up and all female population of nuns,
we can only assume that either the
men all killed each other in battle,
or the women slipped something in the
afternoon brandy. Unfortunately Greg
lost the second half of ‘Lysistrata’
so we may never know. Fortunately,
Greg does recall the last page
because he wrote it down after using
the original as toilet paper,
everyone makes mistakes eh old chap?
With all men dead, a new society of
women formed under the leadership of
Lysistrata. 

Narrator:
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Narrator: Out of respect to Aphrodite, a
tradition of celibacy was
established – also partially due to
the lack of blokes – and as
enthusiastic worshippers of
Dionysus, they developed livers that
could choke an eagle. How the all
women population is sustained
remains a great mystery. Sadly, this
is all we know. The end.

* Sack whoever narrated this

Complementary
map:

"Land of Lysistratans"
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